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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media has become the platform to share ideas, arts as well
as news. The opportunity to engage a wider audience has attracted
news channels and freelance reporters with almost no cost and
fast. However, more significant issues arise from this, such as the
source’s unreliability, the spread of misinformation among social
media users, and public opinion manipulation. The urge of con-
trolling misinformation has become extremely necessary with the
ongoing pandemic. Misinformation about various treatment meth-
ods, ‘facts’ about COVID-19 made it difficult for the healthcare
workers to fight against the virus[4].These are the reasons why
detecting fake news on social media is of great importance and
relevance. Fake news is defined by Cambridge dictionary as “false
stories that appear to be news, spread on the internet or using other
media, usually created to influence political views or as a joke.”
Systematic literature review shows that the following are the most
common approaches to detecting fake news: Language approach,
Topic Agnostic approach, Machine Learning approach, Knowledge
Based approach, and Hybrid approach[2]. Language approach is
based on the linguistic analysis of the text and has three main sub-
approaches: Bag of Words, Semantic Analysis and Deep Syntax.
Bag of Words is based on identifying frequency of each word in
the textual context as a sign related to misinformation, while Se-
mantic Approach focuses on the sentiment features of the text. In
contrast, Deep Syntax analyzes the syntax structure of the text and
compares that to a pre-established, known pattern of lies and uses
this as a sign to inform about the truthfulness or fakeness of the
text. Topic-agnostic approach takes into consideration the topic-
agnostic features such as number of ads on the page, morphological
patterns in the text, percentage of total semantic words in text, the
difficulty of understanding the text, and the pattern of the layout
of the web page’s[1]. Machine learning approaches use datasets to
train algorithms and detect fake news. Knowledge based approach
uses external sources of news for the verification purposes of the
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text. Hybrid approach uses a combination of “ human and machine
learning to help identify fake news” [2]. This takes into account
three elements of news articles: text of the news/article, users’ re-
sponse to the article and the source of the article. I will be exploring
a hybrid approach of detecting fake news but with the possibility
of integrating new features outside of the three main elements that
are already established in the field of hybrid approach of fake news
detection. In this paper, I will be looking at natural language pro-
cessing (NLP), deep geometric learning and convolutional neural
networks (CNN) for textual analysis and feature extraction. For im-
age reliability, I will be reviewing MediaEval Verifying Multimedia.
Note that image reliability refers to the detection of fauxtography.
This, according to Urban Dictionary, is also known as Fraudulent
photography. Urban dictionary defines it as “News images that have
been faked by various means, generally to promote an ideological
agenda or to manipulate the emotions of the viewer."

2 DATASETS
This section looks at the datasets that researchers used in their
works of fake news detection. In this section, I will explore the
reason for certain choices for datasets and programs that were
used as a benchmark for news comparison and identification as
unreliable. In this section I will also discuss some specifics regarding
the labeling that was used in the datasets, the filters of elimination
as well as the size of the datasets.

2.1 Monti et al. Twitter Dataset
The dataset used in this paper consists of 1084 labeled claims that
were spread on Twitter “in 158951 cascades covering the period
from May 2013 - January 2018.”[3] The number of unique users
involved in this spreading was 202,375. The Following features
were used when describing the news, users, users’ activity. As a
result, the dataset was grouped into four categories: user profile,
user activity, network and spreading, and content.

2.2 Ruchansky Twitter and Weibo Datasets
This paper uses “two real world social media datasets that have
been used in previous work, Twitter and Weibo.” The following
statistics were available on the datasets retrieved from Twitter and
Weibo: number of users that were taken into consideration for short
news statements on Twitter were 233,719 while this number on
Weibo is 2,819,338. The number of articles of the datasets that were
reviewed in this paper was 992 on Twitter and 4,664 on Weibo. The
ratio of fake and true articles on both platforms were 1:1 [5].
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Table 1: Textual Sources and Tools

Source Authors
Twitter Ruchansky et al.[5]

Wang et al.[8]
Zhang et al.[11]
Monti et al.[3]

Wang
Weibo Wang et al.[8]

PolitiFact.com Ruchansky et al.[5]
Wang et al.[8]
Zhang et al.[11]

Other (FakeNewsNet,Nopes, Buzzfeed) Shu et al.[6]
Monti et al.[3]

2.3 FakewNewsNet
Shu et al. uses FakeNewsNet that is resulted from collective fact-
checking platforms called BuzzFeed and PolitiFact. The labels that
are used in categorizing the publisher-news relation are five: “left”,
“left-center”, “least-biased”, “right-Center”, and “right”. Only the
publishers with the annotations of [“left”, “least-biased”, “right”]
were chosen for the research for accuracy reasons. These labels
were rewritten as [-1,0,1] to construct vectors [6].

2.4 LIAR
Wang uses here is called LIAR, which resulted in obtaining 221
statements from CHANNEL 4 and POLITIFACT.COM. LIAR dataset
consists of 12.8K human labeled short statements from POLITI-
FACT.COM’s API. The dataset was labeled under the following six
labels: pants-fire, false, barely-true, half-true, mostly-true, and true
(write each of these in “” quotes) [7].

2.5 Zhang Twitter Dataset
The datasets used in Zhang et al. consists of 12055 tweets fact-
checked by PolitiFact. Six credibility labels were used but their
associated 6 numerical scores were used instead like the following:
“True”:6, “Mostly True”:5, “Half True:”4, “Mostly False”: 3, “False”:2,
“Pants on fire!”: 1 [10] .

2.6 McIntire’s Fake News Dataset
Zhou et al. “Generates adversarial examples from articles in McIN-
tire’s fake-real-news-dataset”([11]) that is very commonly used in
the field of misinformation research. The dataset consists of 6335
articles. 3171 articles from this dataset were labeled as real and 3164
were labeled as fake.

2.7 LIAR and Yang Twitter Dataset
This paper,as a dataset, uses LIAR and uses BuzzFeed News to evalu-
ate the algorithm performance. BuzzFeed contains up to 1627 news
articles while LIAR consists of over 12000 short news statements.
The paper also used “Twitter’s advanced API with the tiles of news
to collect related news tweets."[9]. After elimination of duplicates
and filtering out non-verified users’ tweets, the resulting news for
LIAR were 332 and for BuzzFeed were 144 news. User response

was used for the sentiment analysis and signage for the fake news
detection as well. Other filtering techniques included eliminating
tweets that had less than 3 engagement records (likes, retweets,
etc.) since this way tweets that were not credible were eliminated.

3 METHODS
This section describes the methods that were used by researchers
in the field of fake news detection. These methods were used to
extract features from text and media as well as methods that were
used to make the prediction.

3.1 Text Analysis
Wang et al.[7] represent LIAR: "a new, publicly available dataset
for fake news detection from the surface-level linguistic pattern
analysis". The analysis is done by using hybrid convolutional neural
networks. This approach has its limitations because the neural net-
works introduced in this paper can only improve the effectiveness
of those news statement that are solely text. LIAR is one of the most
extensive datasets for fake news detection. It contains 12836 short
news statements that were manually labeled. This dataset has the
following filters applied to it: logistic regression, support vector ma-
chine, long short-term memory networks, and convolutional neural
network model. Each statement in the dataset was fact-checked by
the PolitiFact.com website. For the second stage of verification, a
random subset of analysis reports were taken and checked weather
there was an agreement between the analysis and the news. This
dataset was created to assist in the development of an automatic
fake news detection model. The paper uses the CNN model because
of the previous work done in the field and the exceptional results.
The metadata was later encoded with an initialized matrix-vector.
The author then compared the CNN model with other well-known
methods for fake news detection such as SVM (Support Vector Ma-
chine), and bi-directional long short-term model (Bi-LSTM). CNN
performed the best compared to these methods. Overfitting was an
issue in the Bi-LSTM method, while SVM and Logistic Regression
(LR) models with the proposed dataset had performance improve-
ments.
Zhang et al.[10] introduced FAKEDETECTOR, which focuses on
deep diffusive network models. This approach is unique with its
four component analyses of the dataset. First, it completes an arti-
cle credibility analysis that includes textual content, then it does
creator credibility analysis, goes over creator-article publishing
historical records, and computes subject credibility analysis. The
paper reviews the word cloud of ’true’ and ’false’ statements in the
first component analysis. It uses words that differentiate true and
false news/statements as signals for future distinguishing purposes.
These are part of the Explicit Feature Extraction steps in this paper.
The next step in this analysis that again distinguishes this work
from related work in the field is the Latent Feature Extraction. This
step goes further, exploring hidden signals related to the publishers,
statements, creators, authors. This is done with the use of deep
recurrent neural network models. The result of the RNN model is
then used as an input for Deep Diffusive Unit and Gated Diffusive
Unit models. These models draw correlations between creators,
authors, publishers, articles, and the content’s subject.
Zhou et al. [11] is unique in its approach to the problem with its
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observance of fact-tampering attack method of detecting fake news.
The paper highlights the importance of linguistic characteristics
analysis in fake news detection. The proposed idea mainly focuses
on linguistic features without doing fact-checking of statements.
To visually portray this approach, the authors propose a knowl-
edge graph known as the Straw Man Solution Approach. This idea
of knowledge graphing via Crowdsourcing is widespread among
well-known companies such as Google and Reddit. The paper is
significant in fake news detection since it reviews all the most com-
mon and effective methods in the field and highlights the benefits
and the defects of these methods. This paper shows that, in the
real-world, linguistic characteristics, if observed alone, are not as
effective. However, when combined with other fake news detection
filters they can significantly improve accuracy.
Monti et al.[3] introduce a new approach to fake news detection
based on deep geometric learning. This method relies on con-
volutional neural networks and graphs. "The model consists of
four-layered Graph CNN that are two-dimensional and two fully
connected layers" responsible for fake news prediction and clas-
sification. This paper is distinguishable from other related work
because it discusses URL-based and cascade-based fake news detec-
tion approaches. Cascade is the term used for “the news diffusion
tree produced by a source tweet referencing a URL and all of its
retweets” in Monti et al. [3].

4 CONCLUSION
The literature review discussed how different authors approached
text analysis for fake news detection. First, I explained what type
of datasets have been used by researchers and the underlying rea-
soning behind the choice of certain kinds of data. Most of the re-
searches used the Twitter dataset, while some also discussed Weibo.
Almost all researchers used a non-profit independent journalist
fact-checking website called PolitiFact.come for verification rea-
sons. I also reviewed the methods that researchers used for text
analysis, and CNN was the most common model used. I explained
that this was the most common method reviewed by researchers
because of its high prediction accuracy. The different approach and
application of CNN was the distinguishing part of all the related
works done in fake news detection. For future research, combining
different techniques into one will be an interesting branch to look
into to achieve higher accuracy.
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